The Hotel&Spa****ProturSafariPark (Palma de Mallorca) renewed part of its facilities
thanks to the interior designer Marisa Clar, who decided to count on us make the tiles
for the rear wall of the pool bar. We painted a huge mural of 5x3 meters reproducing a
palms landscape totally integrated with the own environment of the island.

Hotel Riu Festival **** , Mallorca.
The Riu Hotels & Resorts chain entrusted us once again to
carry out this elegant mural placed in its main restaurant.
Elaborated with tile of 10x10 cm. with white base and
strokes in black.

Hotel Riu Belplaya **** , Málaga.
The Riu Hotels & Resorts chain once again trusted Artelux for the realization of this elegant mural that without doubt makes
of its restaurant a singular and unique space.
It has been made with 10x10 cm tile. With white base and black drawing

Plano técnico: Hoteles Riu.

Hotel Riu Touareg*****
The Riu Hotels & Resorts chain opened its new Hotel Riu Touareg***** at Cape Green
and decided to count on us for the production of a mural designed by ADG Interiorists.
The mural of 3,90x1,70 meters painted with Italian signs represents the thematic of
the restaurant where its placed.

La Monería

On this occasion we stop in Madrid, at C / José Abascal, Nº26 and we find La Monería a new tavern where
its owners offer us traditional dishes and typical portions of the Madrid tapas.
A project carried out together with the interior design Studio Madrid In Love and in which our main
challenge was to give life to its "wild" protagonists. Color and movement are the thread of this work.
For these murals we use, following the guidelines of their designers, tiles of 20 × 20 cm that once glazed we
cut so that its perimeter would be perfectly coupled to the existing lacobel.
A result so original and impressive that you will not us forget this place.

Butcher´s Palanca is an emblematic stall at “El Mercat Central”
(the Central Market) of Valencia and they renewed completely their
stand with an interior design commercial project breaking up with the
traditional image of the market. Spectacular rear mural painted with
the corporative red colour of Palanca´s brand, it shows us three great
illustrations that represent diagrams of meat cuts.

At the foot of the popular and emblematic "Miguelete" in the middle of the old Valencia, we
find the "Colmado la Lola". A place of worship where you can enjoy high quality products.
Its owners, together with the study of interior design Coper & Porter, set out this project and
we made a mural that speaks to us, in current terms, of the tradition of tapas and artisanal
products.
It was painted on white gloss glazed tile of 15x15 cm with strokes in red, colour that, moreover,
we see reflected in numerous details throughout its decoration. With a size of 65x255 cm it
covers one of the front walls of the restaurant so the mural is seen to the outside

The British chain of department
stores Marks & Spencer has redesigned the space of its bakeries
and for that he has count on Artelux
Contract. We have produced more
than 20.000 of these pieces that now
are part of their stores. Nowadays
they have more than 700 points of
sale in the United Kingdom and other
360 around the world.

Tendenzzia Interiorismo
New showroom whose "leitmotiv" is the elegance expressed through exclusive, simple
and personalized pieces.
For them and following these guidelines we made a mural with tiles in 20x20 cm and
base color nude on which we painted to all an icon of style, Audrey Hepburn.
Not only is perfect but it makes us forget that it is placed on a central pillar of the study.

In ®Artelux, we have had the opportunity to
collaborate at this magnificent house with a
decorative element that adds a lot of
originality. It is a Betty Boop mural, hand
made and with high quality tiles.

La Mar de Fons, Calafell, Tarragona. Artelux was present thanks to
the interior design Studio “Piedra, Papel y Tijera”. We made a mural
of a crab on subway tiles alluding to the sea thematic that shows the
restaurant. A project integrated in a contemporary space with that
exclusive touch that offers a hand painted tile.

Al Kaima City Center
The Building Company of this Hotel, Mall and business centre in Mauritania “AL KHAIMA CITY
CENTER” Trusted in Artelux to personalize its common areas. The client wanted to show through
this spectacular mural the essence of the place by drawing typical lay motifs of the area.

The client sought to give a more inspiring, cheerful and modern atmosphere to his hairdresser.
We decided to line the pillars that separate the mirrors.
In this way we are able to give the establishment the desired spirit but keeping the work area intact
So as not to interfere with the work of the employees.

The most « in » veggie restaurant of the moment, The Pan´s Club Barcelona, decided to count on the presence of
Artelux to create its corporative insignia. The result was an elegant reproduction thanks to the combination of the
colours and a perfect finish for its use at alimentary areas that constantly demand the maximum hygiene.

The Project is born from the idea of the owners to create
an establishment with a traditional design. A French style
facade where we had the commission of creating the
murals. We had in mind that this project was located in
Burgos where the thermal variation is high and the result
was excellent

EMAC® Company entrust the design of its hall decoration at their renewed facilities to Artelux.
Artelux proposes a fresh and luminous work, that gives colour and authenticity to the headquarters of Emac. An original project
of our own creation.
Conceived by the technical and artistic director of Artelux, Vicente Ajenjo.
The artwork is composed by dozens of hand painted tiles showing the RAL colours that represent the versatility and wide range
of colours, shapes and textures that the ceramic can add to a decoration project. A unique signature.
With this project we give the opportunity to imagine a decoration with huge adaptation ability to the environment where it will
be placed, always offering a customized designed in harmony with the surroundings.

Mila Payá, designer of the Ceramic Technology Institute, created for
Artelux the design of some exclusive murals which were presented at
the Ceramic Association of Valencia (AVEC-Gremio) in a common show
with other designers of the same sector. BACUS, is the key design of Mila
Payá. We think about BACUS as the perfect project to be placed at
contemporary restaurants with a remarkable gastronomic sign. Its
design options provide to the mural a huge visual elegance. On one side,
the outline of each element give more strength as a whole and an
enormous serenity feeling. On the other side, the powerful rear colour
emphasises the design creating a visual balance integrated inside the
gastronomic space.

Pieces designed by Artelux
Contract for Cevisama Show 2016,
a unique and one-of-a-kind design
thanks to a previous artcraft
process. Their main carachteristic
is its kind camaleonic style, as
there can be made as many
variations as the client requires,
both in colours and techniques.
The audience was surprised after
realising they were able to create
their own design with relief and
give it an appearance of stone or
slate, being a ceramic material. It
is a peculiar and special solution to
give a unique and customize touch
to your projects, with the guaranty
of a traditional handmade work
that adds to the pices a significant
character.
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